Sorry,

I sent Dr. Judith Reisman (psychology) jreisman@liberty.edu the following email and screwed us both:
She must be CIA, MOSSAD or Mi6, because all the sites listing "The Pink Swastika" were shut down within "hours" of
my email.
I'm such a dope...
**BTW, check your DNS servers. This is the low-hanging fruit for a "Denial of Service" attack.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thanks Atheist for the kind comments. Do buy my book, that would be positive. Nope, it doesn’t look good. Best,
Judith

From: Xxxxxxx.xx <xxxxxxx.xx@xxxxxxmail.ch
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2019 9:26 AM
To: Reisman, Judith (Psychology) <jreisman@liberty.edu>
Subject: [External] info

[ EXTERNAL EMAIL: Do not click any links or open attachments unless you know the sender and trust the content. ]

Dr. Reisman;

I recently found your review of "The Pink Swastika" and found it insightful, in a way that correlates with my own
experience.
I know this is ancient stuff. As a nascent truth seeker, I hope you'll entertain a few brief questions?
*First of all, based on some of your photos, you appear to be a Mason. This is the rule within the media. That being
said, I'm aware that there is a homosexual-mafia; and my research has led me to conclude that this evolved from the
use of Eunochs in state administration, from China and India, to Sumer, Carthage, the Levant, and finally to Rome
and the contemporary West. This has led to a system-inversion of society and complete psychopathic parasiticcapture, by now of the entire world. There are a number of features of male homosexuals in particular that make
them ideal for use as organized enforcers and assassins. Enter MITRAAS, the Roman Society of the Handshake.
The Riddle of Steel, the Sex Magic of Freemasonry and the key to the organization of men "appears" to be
homosexuality. *A very simple rule, that's more powerful and deadly than all of the nuclear weapons in all of the
military arsenals of the world.
Dear madam, I have looked inside Pandora's box. I am seeking not only truth, but also Faith, Hope and Charity. I
have been, so far, disappointed.

The titles of the books you offer, appear to offer insight into the areas I'm researching. I am hoping in particular that
there is a path to restoring balance and an escape from "The Beast."
*Cutting to the chase, are you aware of any cultures or societies that have been able to resist infiltration, if any, and
which might be the best choices for a retirement aged man, looking for a better home?

With Blessings from an Atheist and heretic.

